and 600 m. Anthropogenic CO2 concentrations estimated using the AC* approach average 12 + 4/•mol kg -• higher in this depth range than concentrations estimated using the MIX approach. Below •0800 m, the MIX approach estimates slightly higher anthropogenic CO2 concentrations and a deeper vertical penetration. Despite this compensatory effect, water column inventories estimated in the 0-3000 m depth range by the AC* approach are generally •020% higher than those estimated by the MIX approach, with this difference being statistically significant beyond the 0.001 level. We examine possible causes fbr these differences and identify a number of critical additional measurements that will make it possible to discriminate better between the two approaches.
Introduction
The first anthropogenic CO2 estimates calculated from direct observations of total alkalinity (TA) and proaches examined here rely on the same assumption that below the mixed layer depth, the effect of remineralization of organic matter and calcium carbonate can be estimated from changes in dissolved oxygen and total alkalinity (TA) using constant stoichiometric ratios (i.e., Redfield ratios). Both approaches evaluate the function [Brewer, 1978] in summary, both approaches employ similar concepts for making the biological corrections. However, differences in certain details of the computation, like differing calculation of the changes in oxygen and total alkalinity concentrations, can lead to differences in the estimated anthropogenic CO= concentrations. These resuiting differences will be discussed in section 4.
Physical Processes and Solubility Pump

Contribution
The largest differences in the A C* and MIX approaches lie in the evaluation of the CO2 contributions from the physical processes including the preindustrial solubility pump. We first describe the A C* approach and then the MIX method.
2.2.1. AC* approach. In the AC* approach the TCO2 phys term is separated into a preindustrial solubility equilibrium (TCO• q 280) and into a component (ATCO2 diseq) representing the CO2 disequilibrium be- 
The three terms to the right of the first equal sign can be explicitly calculated for each sample. These terms combined make the quasi-conservative tracer AC* [Gruberet al., 1996]. The estimation of the disequilibrium term is more difficult and requires two important assumptions. First it is assumed that water masses move and mix predominantly along isopycnal surfaces. The second hypothesis is that ATCO2 diseq remained constant over time (i.e., did not change as a consequence of the CO2 increase in the atmosphere). This assumption implies that surface water pCO2 has increased at roughly the same rate as atmospheric pCO2.
The ATCO2 diseq of each end-member is then evaluated over discrete density intervals following two different methods. For deeper density surfaces the AC* values far away from the outcrop region are old enough to be free of anthropogenic 002. In these regions the left-hand side of (5) TCO•nt _ Tco;q t _ TCO; q 280.
The A C* method of separating the anthropogenic 002 from the large variability of TOO2 is based on many assumptions. However, many of these assumptions can be tested against observations. Wruber [1998] shows that most of these tests support the assumptions, but nevertheless a number of caveats remain. The most important ones are the assumption that the air-sea disequilibrium has remained constant over time and that the tracer age is a good approximation of the "true" ventilation age. These caveats will be discussed in greater detail below when discussing results from the two methods. Lacking any direct means to verify the estimated anthropogenic CO2 distributions, it is not possible to identify which estimated distribution is closer to the "true" distribution. However, we can attempt to identify the reasons why the two methods yield such different distributions and which assumptions and parameters are the most weakly constrained. In addition, we can also attempt to develop specific hypotheses that can be tested with additional data in the future that may allow a more conclusive assessment of the two methods. We will start this section with a discussion of the differences that arise from differing estimation of the contributions from the biological pump and then proceed to address the contributions from the physical processes and the solubility pump.
Biological Pump Contribution
Both approaches use very similar concepts for the determination of the biological contribution. However, one difference arises from the fact that Goyet et al.
[1999] employed a stoichiometric coefficient a (see equation (3)) of -0.78, whereas Sabine et al. [1999] 
Physical Processes and Solubility Pump
Contribution
The two methods use two rather different strategies for estimating the contribution from the physical processes. Both methods make a number of assumptions. However, the assumptions used in the MIX approach are independent of the assumptions used in the A C* approach. This provides an opportunity to examine the consequences of applying the results of one method to the other. We will follow this backward calculation approach by first applying the MIX results to the AC* results and then vice versa.
Let us suppose for the moment that the anthropogenic CO2 estimates of the MIX approach are correct. How much do we have to change the parameters in the AC* approach to generate the MIX anthropogenic CO2 estimates? We identified in section 2.2.1 that the two most sensitive assumptions in the A C* method are the reliability of the air-sea disequilibrium values determined from data in the interior of the ocean and that the tracer age is a good approximation for the "true" ventilation age. The air-sea disequilibria ira- This leads to the conclusion that either the pCFC ages are much more biased toward younger ages than generally thought or that the anthropogenic CO2 concentrations estimated by the MIX approach are too low and hence the MIX ages are too old. However, it is important to note that this conclusion is based on the assumption that all the other hypotheses used in the A C* method are correct, including that the air-sea disequilibria have remained constant over time. Gruber et al. [1996] showed that the global average disequilibrium To improve the accuracy of the quantification of anthropogenic CO= in the oceans, the different hypotheses that go into the two methods need further examination. Both experimental and modeling investigations are now necessary to examine these hypotheses and consequently to improve the accuracy of estimated anthropogenic CO= concentrations in the ocean. It is our hope that this study lays the groundwork for additional studies and that these ultimately lead to a better understanding and characterization of the oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO•..
